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INVITATION LETTER by WAKO IF President Mr. Roy Baker
Dear WAKO members,
I take pride in inviting you to the 2022 Junior and Cadet, World Championships (All Disciplines).
As Sport returns gradually to the international stage. I would like to wholeheartedly thank the
Italian Federation, FEDERKOMBAT President Donato Milano and his team for hosting this event
at very short notice.
But this crisis is far from over. This situation we find our federations in, our sport in, will need all
our solidarity, creativity, determination and flexibility. We all will need to make sacrifices. We are
only beginning to understand the scenarios for the post-corona world that will finally prevail. In
fact, the corona crisis shows us again that to respect each other is not enough. We have to help
each other. The WAR in Ukraine has had a material impact on Europe and beyond and created
significant impact on the world we live in, NOBODY wins in war. The major lesson is: We need
more solidarity with each other, and we need to focus on the sport of KICKBOXING exclusively. I would like to express my heartfelt thanks
in particular to the National Federations (NFs), the National Olympic Committees (NOCs), the athletes, the coaches and the officials in
WAKO of continuing to stay positive of continuing to stay engaged in these difficult times.
The great Olympic Champion Muhammad Ali, who had the Olympic Flag as one of just two flags flying at his funeral, expressed it in this
way: ”I have learned that whatever time we spend on earth should be spent helping others and creating justice and equality for all people, not
out of pity or shame, but out of love for all people with the knowledge that we belong not to many races, but to one race – the human race."
These Championships will enable the athletes of our future, understand better, engage more and create friendships that will stay with them
their entire life, similar to my experiences since 1982. To enable them to challenge each other at the very highest platform our sport
currently has to offer our athletes and federations, it enables us to showcase the beauty and brilliance of the sport of Kickboxing on a truly
global stage. We must continue to fight and focus our efforts on a doping free sport, we must eradicate strongly all use of prohibited
substances and this is why it is MANDATORY that all Junior participants of the 2022 World Championships complete the WADA
International Level Athlete online course at:
https://adel.wada-ama.org/learn/public/learning_plan/view/1/international-level-athletes-educationprogramIt is also MANDATORY that all Coaches complete the following WADA online course at:
https://adel.wada-ama.org/learn/learning_plan/view/7/high-performance-coaches-education-program-english
We all know that this journey will not be an easy one. We will have to give it our best to address the many challenges of an increasingly
confrontational and ever more fragile world in deep crisis. But the WAKO family is used to giving it our best, we are used to falling down
and standing back up, we are a combat sport. We are used to embracing change, and we are used to seizing opportunities. If we continue
to stand together in this unity and solidarity, we can emerge from this crisis even stronger than before.
But now we focus on our Athletes on enabling and allowing them to shine at the highest level our sport has to offer, to inspire future
generations of kickboxers across a diverse, respectful and inclusive sport that continues to grow. There is only #onewako and there is only
#onechampion and that is the WAKO champion.
I look forward to meeting our WAKO family in Italy in a safe, controlled and well managed event.
See you SOON.
Roy Baker
WAKO President
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INVITATION LETTER by FEDERKOMBAT President Mr. Donato Milano
To all of you dear friends of WAKO,
the dramatic situation of the ongoing conflict between Russia and Ukraine and the
subsequent exodus of Ukrainian refugees, has led many states to adopt extraordinary
measures for the reception of refugees, including the priority use of many
accommodation facilities (such as buildings, hotels, conference centers, etc.) Even the
Irish Government had to give priority to this noble cause with the consequence to
cancel the organization of the Championship in Ireland, where the Championship was
initially assigned. For this highly justified reason, the WAKO IF Board was called to take
a urgent decision in order to guarantee the organization of the 2022 Children, Cadets
and Juniors World Championship.
Italy has accepted the challenge of reorganizing the 2022 Children, Cadets and Juniors
World Championship thanks to the great experience of our organizing committee,
excellently managed by Nicola Traina, who represents an absolute guarantee for us.
We are still pleased to receive warm compliments for the organization of the recent
2021 Senior and Master World Championship.
We are still not completely out of the pandemic, but all necessary medical and safety measures will be put in place and hopefully once
again we’ll be able to offer our athletes the best they can expect.
Our sense of brotherhood cannot leave us indifferent to the unexpected and painful situation that OUR FRIENDS in the world are living due
to a senseless conflict. Many people in our WAKO family, of different nationalities, have been directly engaged in a conflict they NEVER
wanted. We constantly follow the situation and we pray for an immediate "cease- fire" hoping that common sense and reason will prevail.
The WAKO family is working hard to offer its own contribution and solidarity on this particular moment and all together we strongly invite
to join the motto of the IOC President Thomas Bach; “Give Peace a Chance”.
With particular pride and a great sense of responsibility, I extend my warm invitation to all of you for participation in the WAKO 2022
Children, Cadets and Juniors World Championship.
A great opportunity also to stay together and visit the beautiful surroundings of Jesolo and Venice with its natural, cultural and artistic
places. In short, a perfect mix of Sport, Art and Culture of our beloved country.
We all hope to be able to embrace our friends again, our brothers from ALL nations, and finally be able to see them compete in Sport, with
friendship, Fair Play, following the Olympic values.
WE ARE DIFFERENT, WE ARE WAKO!
ONE WAKO, ONE CHAMPION
Our motto in competition.: “WIN or LEARN”
Our mascot JES-KIBO is waiting for you!
Welcome, take a seat and enjoy the show!
FEDERKOMBAT President
Donato Milano
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OFFICIAL ACCOMMODATION
ACCOMMODATION at HOTEL (3***) in Jesolo (VE)
Prices per person, per night (HALF BOARD)
in single room

in double room

in triple room

€ 80,00

€ 65,00

€ 62,00

in single room

ACCOMMODATION at HOTEL (4****) in Jesolo (VE)
Prices per person, per night (HALF BOARD)
in double room

€ 97,00

€ 75,00

€ 73,00

ACCOMMODATION at HOTEL (4**** SUPERIOR or 5*****) in Jesolo (VE)
Prices per person, per night (HALF BOARD)
in single room

in double room

€ 130,00

€ 110,00

€ 105,00

The prices above are per person, per night and INCLUDE:
Transfer by bus from Hotels to PalaInvent Jesolo and back during the competitions.
Hotel accommodation in Jesolo (VE).
Breakfast; Dinner in hotel (1/2 mineral water included).
PASS and OPEN CEREMONY
Prices above DO NOT include:
Transport from Airport to the Hotels and back
ALL BOOKINGS FOR HOTEL ACCOMMODATION
must go through the agency BelMondo srl,
Address: Via Silvio Trentin 69, 30016 Lido di Jesolo (VE).
Please fill in the Appendix A) – HOTEL RESERVATION FORM herewith enclosed with all required information and send it.
by 15th July 2022 to the kind Attention of:
Mrs. SERENA CAPIOTTO (BelMondo Srl)
E-mail: serena@belmondobooking.com
Tel.: +39 0421 972844 - Fax: +39 0421 972061
and in CC to:
FEDERKOMBAT Events Office
E-mail: eventi@federkombat.it
Tel. +39 345 0135521
Together with APPENDIX A for hotel reservation you are kindly requested to send also:
APPENDIX 1 – PRELIMINARY FORM with preliminary numbers of your team composition by 15th July 2022
APPENDIX 2 – FINAL ENTRY FORM with definitive numbers of your team composition by 05th September 2022
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Deadlines for Hotel booking:

Availabilities and prices are guaranteed until 15th of July 2022.
In case rooms are still available after 15th of July, prices of the remaining capacity can be at least 20% higher.
ATTENTION:
The hotel and rooms booking is considered accepted if received within the indicated deadlines and following the below “PAYMENTS”
CONDITIONS (amounts net of any bank charges):
1st deposit to confirm reservation by 15th of July 2022 at 50%
2nd deposit to confirm reservation by 15th of August 2022 at 30%
3rd deposit/balance by 5th of September 2022 at 20%
We kindly ask you to read carefully the below cancellation policy in order to avoid any problem.

CANCELLATION POLICY
PENALTIES:
Cancellations up to 15th of July 2022:
no penalty (except for bank charges in case of reimbursement)
Cancellations from 16th of July to 14th of August 2022:
possibility to cancel 30% on the total of the rooms booked by 15th of July 2022
Cancellations from 15th of August to 4th of September 2022:
possibility to cancel 20% on the total of the rooms booked by 15th of July 2022
Cancellations from 5th of September to 15th of September:
possibility to cancel 10% on the total of the rooms booked by 5th of September 2022
From 16th of September neither possible reimbursement nor cancellation:
100% penalty on the deposits paid that cannot be refunded.
For payment of the Hotel accommodation by bank transfer:
Account Name/Beneficiary: BELMONDO Srl
Bank: Intesa San Paolo spa, via Bafile 310, Jesolo (Venezia)
IBAN: IT45 W 03069 36143 100000002486
SWIFT CODE: BCITITMM
For payment of the Hotel accommodation by credit card:
Payments by credit card are accepted but please note that an increase of 2% will be added on total amount (bank charges
included). Please provide the following data:
NUMBER OF CREDIT CARD, NAME OF THE CREDIT CARD’S OWNER, EXPIRY DATE.
Please be kindly informed that ALL the participants MUST stay in any of the official hotels of the event, so accordingly without booking
confirmation by the travel agency “BelMondo Srl” will be impossible to formalize your registration for participation to the World
Championship!
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TRANSPORT
1

2

3

DESTINATION

Bus up to
36/53
passengers

Minibus up to
4/8 passengers

A

VENICE
Airport
Marco Polo

€ 25,00
each person,
one way

€ 27,00
each person,
one way

B

TREVISO
Airport
Treviso-S.
Angelo

€ 25,00
each person,
one way

€ 27,00
each person,
one way

4
up to
1 passenger
€ 80,00
one way

€ 80,00
one way
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up to
2 passengers

up to
3 passengers

€ 45,00
each person,
one way

€ 30,00
each person,
one way

€ 45,00
each person,
one way

€ 30,00
each person,
one way

Tariffs above are intended PER PERSON, PER JOURNEY from Venice/Treviso airports to the sport hall “Palainvent Jesolo”, stop there for
accreditation/weigh in/medical control, and transfer to the booked Hotel, and include VAT and toll.
-

VENICE, MARCO POLO international airport, is located 30 km from Jesolo.
TREVISO/SANT’ANGELO-A. CANOVA international airport, is located 42 km from Jesolo.

Scheduled shuttle service between the official hotels and the venue of the event will be provided free of charge during all the
competition days.
ALL BOOKINGS FOR TRANSFER must go through the agency in charge BelMondo srl,
Address: Via Silvio Trentin 69, 30016 Lido di Jesolo (VE)
Please fill in Appendix B) - Travel Schedule Form herewith enclosed, specifying all details concerning number of passengers, date, place,
flight number, time of arrival and departure, to be sent to the kind Attention of:
Mrs. SERENA CAPIOTTO (BelMondo Srl)
E-mail: serena@belmondobooking.com
Tel.: +39 0421 972844
Whattsupp number 0039 3279358733
and in CC to:
FEDERKOMBAT Events Office
E-mail: eventi@federkombat.it
Tel. +39 345 0135521
Deadline for Transfer booking: not later than 10th September 2022
For payment of the Transfer by bank transfer:
Account Name/Beneficiary: BELMONDO Srl
Bank: Intesa San Paolo spa, via Bafile 310, Jesolo (Venezia)
IBAN: IT45 W 03069 36143 100000002486
SWIFT CODE: BCITITMM
For payment of the Transfer by credit card:
Payments by credit card are accepted but please note that an increase of 2% will be added on total amount (bank charges
included). Please provide the following data:
NUMBER OF CREDIT CARD, NAME OF THE CREDIT CARD’S OWNER, EXPIRY DATE.
Please take note that without booking confirmation by the travel agency “BelMondo Srl” will be impossible to formalize your
registration for participation to the World Championships!
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PROCESS FOR VISA APPLICATION
For those countries that need to apply for VISA on time it is highly recommended to send all necessary information at least 3 months
earlier in advance from the initial date of the event (within latest by 29th August 2022).
Please fill in Appendix C - Visa Application Form with list of all participants specifying names, surnames, passport numbers, date of birth,
issue/expiry dates and status (ex: chief delegation, athlete, coach, referee…) to be sent to the kind Attention of:
FEDERKOMBAT Events Office
E-mail: eventi@federkombat.it
Tel. +39 345 0135521
Fax: +39 039 2328901

Deadline for Visa requests: not later than 29th August 2022

ATTENTION

COVID 19 - PROCEDURES
Following the instructions issued by the WAKO Medical Commission and the regulations of the world and national Health Protection
Bodies, given the evolution of the pandemic situation, it is recommended to keep yourself constantly informed about the Protocols that
will be implemented for everyone's health.
We will publish Updates every month.

USE OF TECHNICAL PROTECTIONS
Considering the time required for the organization of the trip by the Teams and participating athletes, assessed the impossibility of
disinfection of personal protections (Gloves, Shin Guards, Footwear) in exceptional derogation to the Regulations in use, we hereby
inform you that

The protections to be used in the race must be personal.
1.

They must be WAKO Platinum brands only: Top Ten and Adidas;

2.

Possibly Red or Blue;

3.

For the clear distinction of the Blue or Red angle, reference will be made to the helmet (which is made of easily
disinfectant and non-transmissible material).
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PROGRAMME
Date/Time
Friday 30/09
14:00
14:00 – 20:00

Saturday 01/10
09:00 – 20:00

Sunday 02/10
09:30 – 11:30
11:30 – 13:00
14.00 – 16.00
14.00 – 16.00

Schedule

Press conference at PalaInvent
Arrival of delegations
and then: registration, weigh in
and medical control at PalaInvent

Arrival of delegations
and then registration, weigh in
and medical control at PalaInvent

OFFICIAL DRAWING
Mandatory International Coach conference for Anti-Doping
Mandatory International Referee Seminar (Ring Sports) sala A
Mandatory International Referee Seminar (Tatami Sports) sala B

Please note for all mandatory conferences and seminars: if your Coaches/referees do NOT attend their accreditation will be withdrawn for
the duration of the Championship
Sunday 02/10

at 18:00

Opening Ceremony

With ALL TEAMS at PALAINVENT
Monday 03/10
08:30 – 09:00
09:00 – 11:00
11:30 – 19:00
19:30

Accreditations for WAKO Ordinary General Assembly
WAKO Ordinary General Assembly
First part Qualifications
WAKO IF President’s Invitation, Dinner Departure for WAKO Presidents

Tuesday 04/10
07:00
10:00 -14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 -19:00
20:00

Weigh in PALAINVENT (Only Ring Sports)
Second part Qualifications
Musical Forms
Second part Qualifications
Departure for Dinner for WAKO Board of Directors

Wednesday 05/10
06:30
10:00 -14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 -19:00

Weigh in PALAINVENT (Only Ring Sports)
Third part Qualifications
Musical Forms
Third part Qualifications
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Thursday 06/10
06:30
10:00 – 14:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 – 19:00

Weigh in PALAINVENT (Only Ring Sports)
Fourth part Qualifications
Musical Forms
Fourth part Qualifications

Friday 07/10
06:30
10:00 – 12:00
12:00 - 14:00
14:00 – 19:00

Weigh in PALAINVENT (Only Ring Sports)
First part Finals
Awarding Ceremony Musical Forms
Second part of Finals, Awarding Ceremony

Saturday 08/10
06:30
10:00

Sunday 09/10

Weigh in PALAINVENT (Only Ring Sports)
Third part of Finals – PF Team Event
Awarding Ceremony

Departure of all delegations

The program above must be intended as preliminary, it can be modified on spot according to Organizing Committees’ requirements.
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ORGANIZER’S INFORMATION
Organizer

FEDERKOMBAT (Federazione Italiana Kickboxing, Muay Thai, Savate, Shoot Boxe e Sambo)
Address: Via A. Manzoni n.18, 20900 Monza (MB), Italy
Phone: +39 039 321804 Fax: +39 039 2328901
E-mails:
Secretary office - segreteria@federkombat.it
Events Office - eventi@federkombat.it

Agency in charge
for Hotel Accommodation

BELMONDO Srl
Address: Via Tritone 14, 30016 Lido di Jesolo (VE), Italy
Tel.: +39 0421 972844
Whattsupp number 0039 327 9358733
Web: www.belmondobooking.com
Person in charge: Ms. Serena Capiotto
E-mail: serena@belmondobooking.com

Accreditations

Times for check-in and registration at Palainvent in Jesolo are specified in the program. Participating
federations must arrive and check-in within the time limits of the check-in and registration.

Liability

Neither the Organizing Committee, nor FEDERKOMBAT (nor any of its officials or members) will be liable
or responsible for any personal injury nor for any loss or damage to your property arising out of your
participation and travelling in connection with this event.

Visa guidelines

FEDERKOMBAT will help you through CONI obtaining entry visas for athletes and officials. Please send
Appendix C – Application Form for Visa Request by e-mail or fax not later than 29th August 2022!
Please specify all information that is required in the invitation letters for visas.

Entry Fees –
WAKO
Bank Information

Account Name/Beneficiary: World Association of Kickboxing
WAKO’s legal address: Bahnhofstrasse 23, 6300 Zug CH, Switzerland
Bank: ACREVIS
Bank address: Marktplatz 1, 9004 St.Gallen, Switzerland
IBAN: CH77 0690 0053 0403 1010 7
SWIFT CODE: ACRGCH22

Hotel accommodation and
Transfer -BELMONDO Srl
Bank Information

For payment of the Hotel accommodation by bank transfer:
Account Name/Beneficiary: BELMONDO Srl
Bank: Intesa San Paolo spa, via Bafile 310, Jesolo (Venezia)
IBAN: IT45 W 03069 36143 100000002486
SWIFT CODE: BCITITMM

Registration
Online

Registration of competitors must be done through RSportz first then Sportdata:
http://www.sportdata.org
Opening and deadline for registration online will be communicated asap.
For any matter regarding online registration please contact directly:
support@sportdata.org
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Entry Fees
Children, Cadet and Junior Individual athlete

€ 78,00

(per person and per division)

Point Fighting Team

€ 200,00 (per team entry)

WAKO shall receive an entry fee for each competing team and/or competitor BY BANK TRANSFER ONLY to the following bank details:
Account Name: World Association of Kickboxing Organizations
WAKO’s legal address: Bahnhofstrasse 23, 6300 Zug CH, Switzerland
Bank: ACREVIS
Bank address: Marktplatz 1, 9004 St.Gallen, Switzerland
IBAN (EUR): CH77 0690 0053 0403 1010 7
SWIFT CODE: ACRGCH22
Please kindly note that the amount to be paid must be in Euro and fully paid, any bank charges or eventual provision due to the currency
exchange is on your expenses.
Any eventual difference of the amount received will be charged on your Federation/Association and requested to be covered on spot.
ATTENTION
Payments of the entry fees by cash (in EURO only) will be allowed only if communicated earlier in advance to WAKO Administration administration@wako.sport - explaining the reasons why a bank transfer cannot be executed.

Flag and National Anthem
Each participating country must bring 2 (two) flags, size 90 x 130 cm and a CD/pendrive/portable drive with their National Anthem. The
flag and CD/pendrive/portable drive are needed to be handed in at the registration and will be returned to each participating countries
after the competition.

Anti-Doping
WAKO implements all protocols of the WADA Code as an integral part of the fight against doping. During the event, doping tests will
be carried out on randomly selected participants. Any participant found positive in the test will be sanctioned according to the WAKO
General Rules and the WADA Code.

Rules
For any further clarification about technical and competition matter please check them out at “WAKO Rules” available on WAKO
website – www.wako.sport
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SPORT HALL
WC HQ for Registration, Weigh in and Medical control

PALAINVENT
Address: Piazza Brescia 11,
30016 JESOLO LIDO (VENICE) - ITALY
Web site: http://www.palazzodelturismo.it/
Palainvent is located in the heart of Jesolo.
It is a steel, glass and lighting structure built on a 15.000 square meter area. A real stadium with a vast equipped area able to
accommodate basketball, volleyball, soccer and all indoor games.
Up to 4.000 spectators can be seated during high level sports events.
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JESOLO A MULTIFUNCTIONAL CITY
This is Jesolo. A city with modern services, comforts, organized roads,
impeccable safety, a high quality of life, many accommodation facilities and
leisure opportunities. It is a city able to meet the needs of today while
already planning for the future. Guests will feel truly at home here; they will
be calmed by the beautiful beach, the Blue Flag awarded crystal clear seas,
countless attractions and entertainment venues. Jesolo’s golden beach is well
managed, and the bathing establishments are always attentive to the service
of their guests, even four-legged ones. It stretches between the shaded
Pineta, a true green pearl for the city, whose path is marked by works of art
depicted on the walls of buildings and homes and is the most modern and
best equipped establishment in the Adriatic. Jesolo’s beach is ideal for sports
such as beach volley, windsurf, sailing, and open-air fitness, as well as for
children to play on the playgrounds or just to relax under the sun and take a
walk. The beach is very safe for swimmers and offers the opportunity for a
complete relaxed holiday. And with more than two hundred events throughout the year, Jesolo is both a winter and summer tourist
destination. The beach has also been awarded the Green Flag by the Italian Paediatricians, meaning it is an ideal resort for children. In
addition to the high quality of future accommodation facilities and its ever-welcoming spirit, Jesolo, the beauty of its sea and its beach,
will let you enjoy yourself and make your stay unforgettable.

Jesolo, a modern city. Organized and redesigned by the internationally acclaimed Japanese architect Kenzo Tange, new realizations are
distributed along the city.

The area features modern facilities tailored
ample parking.

to the needs of its guests and provides

Fifteen kilometres of golden beach and twelve kilometres of Jesolo’s pedestrian walkways, the longest in Europe rub along the coast.
The numerous squares are the meeting place for enjoying music and events in a pleasant atmosphere.
Jesolo is also very close to the cities of art and history, starting with Venice. And in fact, it is the lagoon, a UNESCO World Heritage Site,
with its northern appendix that creeps into the territory of Jesolo between the river and the countryside. The large fishing areas in the
north lagoon watch ae a silent place where you can also go mountain biking, thanks to an itinerary structured specifically to find out
the relationships between the many waterways that run through the area: those of the river (the Sile, once Piave Vecchia) and those of
the lagoon. The inland and its nature can be discovered thanks to more than 150 kilometres of routes as beautiful as the waterways
through which waterway tourism has been developed.
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BelMondo Viaggi, Via Silvio Trentin 69, 30016 Lido di Jesolo (VE)
Phone 0039 0421 972844 - Fax 0039 0421 972061 – E-Mail: excursions@belmondobooking.com
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BelMondo Viaggi, Via Silvio Trentin 69, 30016 Lido di Jesolo (VE)
Phone 0039 0421 972844 - Fax 0039 0421 972061 – E-Mail: excursions@belmondobooking.com
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EXCURSIONS ON REQUEST (minimum 30 people)
Venice Day and Night

Euro 62/person

Venice is a work of art by day and a masterpiece at night. The fun starts when you board
a motorboat at Punta Sabbioni and travel along through the lagoon to Venice. St. Mark’s
Square, Rialto Bridge and the Grand Canal, one of the most famous landmarks in a city
full of timeless attractions. Stroll through the many historic quarters beyond the main
sights, crisscrossing the 117 islands separated by canals but connected by 409 bridges
and admire the elegant waterfront palaces or seek out a terrace for some “al fresco”
dining.
Included: Full Day Tour Escort, Bus from Jesolo, Boat from/to Venice.

Venice and Islands

Euro 70/person

From Jesolo, the day starts with a coach ride to Punta Sabbioni and then a transfer
across the lagoon to the island of Venice. Take a walking tour to discover some of the
more hidden sites of the city - a place that looks more like a cathedral. After some free
time, it’s onto the next island, Murano. These days it’s known as the Glass Island on
account of all the famous kilns lining the Fondamenta dei Vetrai. And if the same rule
applied to Burano, your last island stop, it’d be known as the Lace Island - the island is
famous for its doilies, handkerchiefs but also for its dinky, rainbow-bright houses.
Included: Full Day Tour Escort, Bus from Jesolo, Boat.

Verona and Lake Garda

Euro 67/person

The land of star-crossed lovers, Verona was the setting for Shakespeare’s most famous
tragedy. As such, everything about the place whispers amore. Sweethearts stroll hand in
hand through cobblestone alleyways. Young Romeos scribble love notes in sun-dappled
piazzas. And lovers cosy up in cafés as church bells chime each passing hour. The
centerpiece, though, is the Arena. Built by the Romans, it gives the Colosseum a run for
its money. In fact, it’s better preserved and is still used today as the city’s opera house.
Not far from Verona lies Lake Garda. One look at the mountain-backed mass of water
and you’ll feel your heart skip a beat.
Included: Full Day Tour Escort and Bus from your hotel.

Treviso and Wine Tasting

Euro 52/person

Visit the city of art and water and get a real taste of Italian life as you wander past the
frescoed houses into the Piazza dei Signori, described as an outdoor sitting room. For
the shoppers among you this is the home of Benetton, and the streets are packed with
everything from Gucci to Sisley.
Then on the way back we’ll stop at a traditional Italian Cantina for a spot of wine tasting,
and there’ll be time to pick up a couple of local bottles to take home.
Included: Tour Escort, Bus from your hotel wine Tasting.

BelMondo Viaggi, Via Silvio Trentin 69, 30016 Lido di Jesolo (VE)
Phone 0039 0421 972844 - Fax 0039 0421 972061 – E-Mail: excursions@belmondobooking.com
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DISCOVER JESOLO AND THE HINTERLAND
1. Jesolo: An Archistar Hunt
Kenzo Tange, Carlos Ferrater, Goncalo Byrne, Richard Meier, Zaha Hadid. These are some of the most famous of the architects who
have redesigned Jesolo over recent years. The idea behind the project is bringing this Veneto city closer, in both concept and
substance, to a modern beach city building upwards while at the same time in perfect symbiosis and harmony with low density
accommodation. Renovating and relaunching the coastal skyline with elegant and sophisticated buildings representing the symbolic
and emblematic heart of the resort's new avant-garde and cosmopolitan face. A stroll around the city in a search for its 'brand name'
buildings by one of these architecture stars is a good day out in the event that the sun decides to hide from you. Here are a few hints:
Carlo Ferrater designed the Piazza Mazzini tower, Richard Meier the Via Levantina buildings, Goncalo Byrne the Merville tower on Viale
Oriente…

2. Jesolo: Le Antiche Mura
The finds from the archaeological site of Ancient Walls, which is located in Jesolo country at the end of the street, are kept in the Tourist
Info Office of Jesolo in Piazza Brescia. The archaeological site of great historical importance - Art for our area, after the various
excavations have occurred in 900 returned to the community finds that testify to the religious importance of the place covered. They
came up to us, in fact various findings that are attributable to the primitive early Christian church (V sec. DC), which was superimposed
a classroom of early medieval cult (VI-VII centuries. DC), and finally the most monumental Cathedral of Saint Mary of the Assumption
'XI century. The exhibition features various display panels with mosaics torn during the excavations and multiple pieces of marble of
great value. More info: www.jesolohistory.it

3. Jesolo: Glimpses of Beauty between the lagoon and the Piave
A stone’s throw from the most popular beach, there is an area of great natural interest: the Laguna del Mort. Created in 1936 when the
River Piave broke its banks which, due to exceptional swelling, changed the last stretch of its bed, the Laguna del Mort, which straddles
Jesolo and Eracela, is an unspoilt area which hosts an incredible variety of plants and animals in its shallow waters and sandy beds. This
is not the only gift offered by the Piave, the “Sacred River of the Homeland” on whose banks the First World War was fought. In fact,
the banks offer incredibly beautiful glimpses of landscapes and nature. On the right bank of the Piave, around Fossalta di Piave, there is
a stone which marks the place where Ernest Hemingway was injured by an Austrian grenade during the Great War. This dramatic
experience became the basis for one of his greatest novels, "A farewell to Arms". Also set in Veneto “Across the River and Into the
Trees”.

4. Jesolo's other face: nature
The lagoon, with its northern appendix, worms its way into the Jesolo area between the river and the agricultural land. Here, the large
fish farms keep watching over the silence of an area all to be explored, where luxuriant vegetation still protects a habitat that is intact
and unspoilt, where the charm and natural beauty of every tiny detail underline the wild spirit of Jesolo's lagoon. Fishing, agriculture
and tourism inhabit Jesolo’s hinterland with deep respect, preserving its balance and exalting the extraordinary sensations that it
transmits and the genuine and natural products it offers. Jesolo’s lagoon has ancient charm, but also very current intensity and
empathy. With its little islands, floodplains, halophilic plants and pools of water, from dawn to dusk, it wakes up and feeds visitors' most
hidden emotions, the sensations that the hustle and bustle of daily life unfortunately suppresses.

5. Jesolo: A stroll in the green...
Green, like the colour of the many public parks, eight in total, spread throughout the city and always available and well-equipped.
Green, like its farmland vegetation and riverbanks, whose river mouths, between the Piave and the Sile, surround this coastline that
stretches almost 15 km. Green, like the stunning inland nature, which you can visit, experience and discover thanks to the almost 150 km
of cycle paths. Green, like the wonderful pine forest, which, for the last few years, has been enriched by an “artistic” trail, thanks to the
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“Art Walls” initiative, with artists unleashing their creativity on the walls of homes and shops. So, Jesolo has lush green nature at its
heart, surrounded as it is by two rivers, just like a precious pearl, with the sea on one side and the lagoon on the other.

6. Jesolo: Dive into a sea of green
Experience the beauty of an environment that will enchant you with its colours. Immerse yourself in a natural, rural landscape that will
win you over every time you see it. The other side to Jesolo, far from the “din” of the beach, allowing you to hear the “sounds” of
nature. All of this is possible thanks to “Jesolo Ambient Bike”, a guide to discover over 500 km of cycle routes that the city has to offer.
Twelve routes designed and planned to integrate the range of tourist services available and give visitors the chance to discover the
local area and its characteristics, getting in touch with nature. More info: www.visitjesolo.it

7. Jesolo: Sea Life
A real marine park, featuring thirty large tanks hosting 5000 specimens belonging to more than one hundred aquatic species from all of
the world’s seas: from seahorses, starfish, jellyfish, giant stingrays and sharks. This unique attraction will allow the visitor to discover
many environments representing the culture, values and history of Venice.

8. Jesolo: Golf Club
A lush green course only a few meters from the beach, covering 900,000 sq. meters is a perfect resort setting.

9. Jesolo: Pista Azzurra
One of the most important kart tracks in the world, every year it hosts national and international competitions.

10. McArthurGlen Designer Outlet Noventa di Piave
Located just a 25-minute drive from Jesolo, the exclusive McArthurGlen Designer Outlet Noventa di Piave offers international luxury
and designer brands with reductions from 35 to 70 per cent, all year round. A fashion lovers’ paradise, with 155 boutiques and over 200
designer brands, featuring the most prestigious names in fashion and lifestyle such as Versace, Trussardi, Furla, Escada, and many more.
With an architectural backdrop inspired by the grand palazzos of Venice and Treviso, shopping becomes a pleasurable, unique Italian
experience. Moreover, many cafés or restaurants to relax or have a tasty break, covered children’s play area and free parking. Open
daily from 10 am to 6pm. Info: Find out more at mcarthurglen.it/noventadipiave.

11. The Reclamation Museum
The Reclamation Museum in San Donà di Piave was refurbished in 2018. This establishment explores humans in relation to their
surrounding landscape and looks at the amphibian nature of humans throughout the centuries, from ancient times to modern days.
This institute is a natural eco-museum as it represents its city on a land surrounded by water, from the reclamation to the Piave; it is
unique and presents material and non-material evidence, different landscapes, environments, stories and traditions. It is located in viale
Primavera 45, in San Donà di Piave. Phone number: +39 0421 42047.

12. Treviso and the Villas of Veneto
The March of Treviso area offers some of the most beautiful landscapes of Italy with its neat plain, the rolling hills and ancient villages.
Here you can find some of the most famous villas in Veneto. In Maser, Villa Barbaro is one of the masterpieces of Andrea Palladio and it
is situated among the UNESCO World Heritage Site. Inside, the visit continues with frescoes by Paolo Veronese. A little further north, in
Cison di Valmarino, the Castello Da Camino Brandolini d'Adda, open on booking, is the result of the projects of Jacopo Sansovino.
Going down into the plains, the 17th century portico of Villa Manin is one of the most charming places of Montebelluna, whilst Villa
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Mocenigo Garzoni Martini, in Castello di Godego, visitable in the winter months by appointment, is an 18th century work of the
architect Francesco Maria Preti.More infos: www.veneto.eu

13. The botanical garden in Padua
The botanical garden in Padua was founded in 1545 and is the world's oldest university botanical garden. This natural and architectural
wonder houses nearly 7,000 plant species, a unique variety of specimens recognized by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site in 1997. Most
of the world's known species are kept here and educational workshops aimed at schools and groups of students and adults take place
here, divided into 10 thematic routes. Anyone who chooses to spend an hour or two in the Botanical Garden - particularly suited for
family visits - should not miss out on seeing the historic trees. Among them is the Chamaerops humilis palm tree from 1585, an oriental
banana tree from 1686 and a magnolia from 1796, the oldest in Europe. There are also medicinal plant and carnivorous plant sectors
and a corner where entire ecosystems are rebuilt, such as the tropical greenhouse or the Mediterranean scrub. They are all worth a visit.
More info: www.veneto.eu

14. Islands of the Lagoon: Charm and Art Nouveau atmosphere in Lido di Venezia
The Venice Lido (Lido di Venezia) is one of the most well-known islands in the Venetian Lagoon, a fully-fledged watershed between the
city and the open sea. With its low and sandy coast, the Lido stretches for about 11 kilometres and attracts tourists with its slow pace
and delightful architecture. Seamlessly connected to the centre of Venice by traditional steamboats, the Lido is the only island in the
Lagoon that can be explored by road. Most visitors, however, prefer to explore the island by bicycle. This way you can easily move
between the Lido and Malamocco, a colourful fishing village, and Alberoni, a port mouth, characterised by high sand dunes, which is
nestled in a haven protected by the WWF. For those visiting the Lido, definitely not to be missed are the Abbey of St. Nicholas, which
dates back to the 10th century and is the resting place of a part of the remains of the patron saint of sailors, the impressive Liberty
architecture of the early 20th century hotels overlooking the Marconi waterfront, and the nearby reserve of Cà Roman, a paradise for
birdwatchers. Departures: Punta Sabbioni More info: www.veneto.eu

15. Island of the Lagoon: San Lazzaro degli Armeni
San Lazzaro degli Armeni is a haven of peace and spirituality, about twenty minutes by steamboat from St Mark's Square. Today, this
small island in the Lagoon is inhabited by a monastery of Armenian monks of the Mechitarist Order, who settled there in 1717. Since the
18th century, the island has been home to one of the largest Armenian communities in Italy, safeguarding the impressive cultural
heritage that has been collected and produced over the course of the decades. Today the monastery is open every day for guided
tours. Every afternoon at 3.25 p.m., when the steamboat from St Mark's docks, these tours of around two hours let visitors discover the
secrets of the island and its discreet inhabitants. Among the marvels that are not to be missed are the paintings by Tiepolo, a snowwhite sculpture by Canova, a unique Egyptian mummy, and the colourful rose garden where the monks collect the flower petals which
they use to produce the fragrant vartanush, a jam made from roses. More info: www.veneto.eu

16. Medieval atmospheres in Cittadella
A panoramic walk on the only city walls of Europe with a Medieval walkway, elliptical in shape completely accessible. This is the
Camminamento di Ronda after a conservative restoration, lasting twenty years, with its walkway 15 meters above and all around the
walls of Cittadella, in the province of Padua. The ancient guard walkway served to defend the city from the high in case of enemy
attacks. The recent restoration has allowed the safety of the ancient walkway, allowing visitors to admire the city from original and
privileged points of view, a unique experience of "Walking into history". The walk is almost two kilometres long and at the beginning of
the path you can visit the re-enactment rooms and Medieval staging inside the Casa del Capitano.
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Local Information
HOW TO REACH JESOLO
By Car:
For those coming from Milano or Brennero: highway A4, after the freeway in Mestre, exit Airport Tessera/Jesolo
For those coming from Passante, exit Noventa di Piave.
For those coming from Tarvisio, Udine and Trieste: from highway A4, exit Noventa di Piave

By Bus:
Bus lines connect very often Jesolo to other places in Italy or European countries.

By Train:
Railway station in Mestre and in San Donà di Piave with frequent bus line connections

By plane:
Airports:
Venice (Marco Polo airport) 30 km from Jesolo
Treviso (Antonio Canova airport) 42 km from Jesolo
Verona (Valerio Catullo airport) 180 km from Jesolo
Trieste (Ronchi dei Legionari) 106 km from Jesolo
Bologna (Gugliemo Marconi) 196 km from Jesolo

Suggested Airline Companies:
If you want to check route details of different airlines, please click on the following links:
•

VENICE (Marco POLO airport) 30 KM

•

TREVISO-SANT’ANGELO (Antonio CANOVA airport) 42 KM

•

TRIESTE (RONCHI DEI LEGIONARI) 106 KM

•

VERONA (Valerio CATULLO) 180 KM

•

BOLOGNA (Guglielmo MARCONI) 196 KM
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HOW TO MOVE IN JESOLO
Bus lines: connect every 30’ Jesolo Ovest and Jesolo Est with the bus Station (near Piazza Brescia), from Jesolo Est to
Piazza Brescia in 10’-15’; from Jesolo Ovest to Piazza Brescia in 15’-20’.

Walking: from piazza Marconi o Piazza Mazzini to Piazza Brescia just 12’

Bike: you can rent bike directly in hotel.
Bike sharing service
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